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“What we call the beginning is often the end. And to make an end
is to make a beginning. The end is where we start from.”
-T. S. Eliot
All good things must come to an end. It is a somber thought,
until you realize that after the good things end, we start
anew. The ebb and flow of life.
The word begin is full of hope and the anticipation of starting over. For me, the
hardest part is realizing and accepting the end so that you can get back to the
beginning. It's so easy to get lost in the negativity and sadness of an unhappy
ending but we all get there, eventually. When we do, the world seems brighter,
the air seems lighter and we can finally enjoy our newly formed path to yet
another ending (but let's not think about that right now).
Thank you for your continued support of Light.
Warm regards,

Jennifer Drucker
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OGULKAN EKIZ| The Birds

BARBARA YOUNG | Biography
I never dreamed I'd be this old
Barbara E. Young now writes from a small town outside
Nashville, Tennessee. The stars are fine and the birds,
plentiful, but she misses easy access to live music and good
coffee. Since being fitted for old-lady orthopedic inserts
she has placed fifteen poems, been flattered by a Pushcart
nomination, and seen publication of two chapbooks, Like a
Movie and Like a Mary Sue She is beginning to think aging might not be so bad.

Through the blue insoles of my supportive shoes,
the heat pump's vibration enters my bones.
My heels are humming, my shins, and knees. Tuesday,
it augurs to rock me like a xylophone.
The first crow f lying over barks five times.
Three trail behind him, like puffs of black smoke
stamped against blue. Below the ridge a train
whines freight eastward behind four locomotives.
Halfway through October and green still clings
like light to the big oaks down the fence row.
The bald cypress trees are red as foxes;
I am spectacular, too. As I sing
through the dishes and the dusting, I grow
too light to count my own paradoxes.
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The Process of Dawn

One Pink-white Tree With No Bluebird

The light rising before the sun is lurid,
the light of an alien star, hard

To the two- three- and four-story foothills of a city
somewhere, during one of the sunshine months
with velvety evening palls, the artist adds a demibalcony, a half whiskey cask of red geraniums,
blue bike, and a figure dressed to please a lover.
Leaning against the rail to smoke and long
she lacks something...manly. Sweet need
you can almost touch wafts out of the picture
like the stew of strong perfumes from waitingroom magazines. A throaty voice, pillow talk
promise to cure disfunction, whispers: come.

and a threat. Why leave the warm arms
of ersatz down and blurring dreams
to watch a torn, tawdry dress drag
its way home? Cold. Better to sleep
to noon. But. With a noise like popcorn
or boiling water or penny jingle bells,
hundreds of cheap little sounds, unseen birds uproost. What are they saying? A spell to quell the unwholesome
and raise the clear yellow morning sun?
A thousand shamans of feathered light
haul the reluctantly rising sun westward.
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Chas. Bukowski Works
This is the way I saw it. Charles
Bukowski is still writing. He’s sitting
on the floor of his hotel. Called the Great
Eternal Flophouse it is both heaven
and hell. Which may depend on
the plumbing of any particular floor.
Bukowski’s room has a wash basin and closetsized space with a toilet and tin shower
but no door. That doesn’t matter: no one
visits. The bed with its sagging springs sees
no action. There’s a dresser in the room,
with a blank frame where its mirror hasn’t
been replaced. An eternally dusty
faded red armchair waits by the window.
Bukowski sits on the bare wood floor. Back
against the wall, a yellow legal pad
and a new yellow pencil next to him.
Pack of cigarettes and a souvenir
ash tray in the shape of a sombrero.
Bottle and glass. Because it’s Labor Day–
the American version of May Day–
Bukowski, like Whitman down the hall, like
dos Pasos and Steinbeck and Hemingway,
Dorothy Parker–it’s a big goddamn
flophouse and I could go on–is writing
to honor the American working
man (and woman). The floor hasn’t been mopped
in three months of Sundays. The housekeeper
slipped on a broken step and shattered her
right kneecap. Surgeon who fixed it said that
the pieces reminded him of a wooden
puzzle map of the Lower Forty-Eight
that he used to love when he was a kid.
Bukowski’s brain is on fire. All the words
pertaining to the great American
worker are up there like sheep in a pen.
To be their shepherd, he thinks, is good work.
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Feathers of Sunrise
First light hit the tall trees and began
to sing. Every photon was a black bird
with its own song. Loudly silhouetting the west, spiky
as two thousand bad hair risings--trees--beaded
with music, feathered with sunrise.
Jet noise, onyx, obsidian noise. Glorious noise
as the sun rose down the trees.
They were dense with music all those minutes.
Rising lit the grass and its frost.
Silent, light, and flown.
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